
ScholarOne Abstracts™, the industry leader in 
abstract management, provides the experience, 
resources, and infrastructure for a secure, cost-
effective, end-to-end online solution for abstract 
submission, peer review, program creation, 
publishing output, and administrative control. 
ScholarOne Abstracts is an innovative, web-based, 
database-driven application focused on your 
organization’s needs and provides up-to-the-
minute reports. ScholarOne Abstracts allows for 
easy administrative, editing notification and peer 
reviewing capabilities. 

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY MEETING NEED
ScholarOne Abstracts can be easily configured to 
support multiple submission types and can manage 
your individual speaker process:

• Abstracts
• Organizer and participant session proposals
• Courses and awards
• Invited speakers
• Speaker management
• Client-specific instructions and business rules
• Late breaking submissions
• Person-based disclosures for authors, 

moderators, and speakers

SCHOLARONE ABSTRACTS™
ABSTRACT MANAGEMENT JUST GOT EASIER

USER-FRIENDLY APPLICATION

ScholarOne Abstracts has flexible online and 
downloadable grading and sessioning tools for 
reviewers and meeting staff. The Reviewer tool allows 
reviewers to work offline with PDF files, including 
scorecards that can be printed or saved locally. The 
Sessioning tools allow meeting staff to easily enter  
abstract and invited speaker sessions. All program 
data is stored in the same database as the abstract 
data so that changes are immediately reflected.

ScholarOne Abstracts also delivers:

• A simplified, easy-to-use interface.
• A “Session Center” that lets you create a 

placeholder for an abstract submission from an 
invited speaker. 

• Integration of Avectra’s NetFORUM Pro and 
NetForum Enterprise membership software 
means a single API sign-on from your member 
site directly into ScholarOne Abstracts.

• An online itinerary planner with accompanying 
mobile application that lets your attendees view 
your meeting agenda on the go and download 
their itinerary directly into their default calendar 
program.

SECURE & RELIABLE TRANSACTIONS
ScholarOne Abstracts’s track record of performance 
provides our clients peace of mind knowing that their 
system will not slow down. ScholarOne Abstracts has 
processed more than 2,000 submissions an hour and 
annually processed over 500,000 author submissions. 
Our application runs from a single relational database, 
which ensures a seamless transition from submission 
to grading to scheduling. The ease of transition allows 
our clients to extend submission deadlines to be closer 
to the meeting date.

INTUITIVE SESSIONING TOOL
Create and manage events, plan 
sessions, manage speakers, edit 
and output programs, report 
and more.  

EASY-T0-USE WORKFLOW
Submission process is set up in 
easy-to-follow steps, allowing users 
to fill out each requested step in any 
order prior to submission.



FAST, EASY & ACCURATE TRANSACTIONS
ScholarOne Abstracts’s E-Commerce system 
ensures that all e-commerce transaction 
information resides on a secure site. Each 
authorized submission fee is processed via PayPal™ 
to your account the same day with fully reconciled 
statements and numerous reports help you avoid 
delays in payment processing.

REPORTING ON THE PROCESS
With ScholarOne Abstracts, you can make real-time 
changes to data and generate reports on the fly. 
With the customizable data export tool, you have 
access to your data at all times and can draw reports 
from the database to support every aspect of the 
abstract process. Reports can be created in PDF, 
HTML, and Excel and can be imported as a tab or 
comma delimited file into other database systems.

PRODUCTION & PUBLICATION
ScholarOne Abstracts supports the production cycle 
of your abstract and program books, providing data 
integrity at every step of the process. The system 
offers a variety of export options customized to 
your production needs, and our expert in-house 
Editorial and Composition services can provide PDFs 
or postscript files to your publisher or printer and 
deliver XML for online posting. Our Online Itinerary 
Planner and MyItinerary mobile application make 
abstract data more accessible to your attendees. 
We can even provide your presenters with poster 
printing services at no cost to you.

SCHOLARONE ABSTRACTS®
ScholarOne Abstracts is an innovative, web-
based, database-driven application designed for 
abstract submission, peer review, program creation, 
publishing output and administrative meetings 
workflow.  With a focus in humanities, science, 
technology and medical societies and associations, 
ScholarOne Abstracts streamlines the abstract 

management process and can support various other 
elements of meeting planning, including course 
submissions, speaker management, sessioning, and 
late breaking submissions.

INDUSTRY-LEADING SUPPORT
With ScholarOne Abstracts, you’ll be assigned a 
Client Manager who will help create an optimal 
timeline for your process and guide you through 
your entire site configuration. You’ll also receive 
our Implementation Success Guide which contains 
handy advice on implementing and launching 
your site.

ScholarOne Abstracts offers a rich set of educational 
tools to improve your user experience. Besides 
providing clear, context-specific instructions 
throughout, ScholarOne Abstracts uses Right 
Now™, a searchable frequently-asked-questions 
knowledgebase where clients can quickly find 
answers and submit e-mail queries.

SCHOLARONE ABSTRACTS™

Industry-Leading Support

• Project Manager 
Assignment 

• Site-specific instructor-
led training

• ScholarOne Abstracts 
Online User Guide

• Live telephone assistance 
   12:00am - 8:30pm,  
   EST M-F

• Email support 
   24x5, EST M-F 
   24 hour support at your  
   event provided at an  
   additional charge

SCHOLARONE®
ScholarOne, a Clarivate Analytics Business provides comprehensive workflow management systems 
for scholarly journals, books, and conferences. Its Web-based applications enable publishers to 
manage the submission, peer review, production, and publication processes more efficiently, 
increasing their profile among authors, decreasing time-to-market for critical scientific data, and 
lowering infrastructure costs.  ScholarOne offers workflow solutions for the submission and review 
of manuscripts, abstracts, proceedings, books, grants &  awards and production. Supporting over 
365 societies and publishers, over 3400 books and journals, and 13 million users, ScholarOne is the 
industry leader. 

FIND OUT MORE SCHOLARONE ABSTRACTS 
To learn more, visit www.scholarone.com or contact the office nearest you. 
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Americas 
ScholarOne +1 434.964.4000

Philadelphia  +1 800 336 4474
 +1 215 386 0100

Europe, Middle East and Africa 
London  +44 20 7433 4000

Asia Pacific 
Singapore  +65 6775 5088
Tokyo  +81 3 5218 6500

For a complete office list visit:  
clarivate.com

RESPONSIVENESS
The submission and session proposal processes are 
“responsive,” meaning that it automatically senses the device 
the user is using (laptop, tablet, mobile phone, etc.) and adjusts 
its layout accordingly. If the user is on a mobile device or tablet, 
ScholarOne Abstracts provides support for Chrome on Android 
4.1 and above (Jelly Bean) and Safari on iOS7.

http://ipscience.thomsonreuters.com/product/scholarone/
http://ipscience.thomsonreuters.com

